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MindSpring
Empowering Minds Unleashing Potential

MindSpring’s Proposition

Client

Business Issues

MindSpring’s Methodology

Accelerated Business Improvement

Sustainable Results through Ownership

MindSpring’s Accelerated Business

Improvement Program derives from

the fact that people need to change

the way they think and act in order

to get significantly different results.

In the process of working with your

teams to develop business strategies

that will deliver real and

sustainable results quickly, we will

stretch their thinking and challenge

their ways of working.

Our methodology is built upon the

classic adult learning model.

Your team’s role is to learn, solve
problems, implement and measure

the impact of solutions on your

business.

Our role is to teach, facilitate,

coach and provide feedback to

your team, helping them to

leverage team capability, build

trust and strengthen commitment.

We anchor our methodology to your

P&L, Balance Sheet and Cash Flow,

thus ensuring that business solutions

yield high impact relevant results.
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Our  Engagements

Designing Organizations

Role Design

Scorecards & KPI’s

Capability Planning

Systems Assessment

Process Re-engineering

Management Structures

Innovative Problem Solving

Driving Change

Facilitation

Governance

Coping Skills

Communications

Conflict Resolution

Engaging the Organization

Building the Case for Change

Delivering Performance

Building Clarity

Business Planning

Gaining Commitment

Team & 1:1 Coaching

Paying for Performance

Managing for Performance
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Our Clients

AIROD

NESTLE

HOLCIM

SAPURA

FORD Malaysia

SISMA – JAGUAR

Hong Leong Bank

Island & Peninsular

BIB Insurance Brokers

Maestro Planning Solutions

KOBE Precision Technologies

Implementing

This is where the

rubber hits the road.

Driving Change gives

you the skills and

capabilities to open

the pathway for

successful

implementation of

your design

solutions.

Implementation is a

battle for the hearts

and minds of the

people.

Learning

You will unravel the

myths and

psychology that

surrounds

organizational

behavior, developing

an understanding of

why your employees

behave the way they

behave and its

impact to your

performance.

Once understood,

you would have

gained the key to

unlocking

performance

Problem Solving

Your starting point

will be to reframe

your organizational

issues in the context

of impact to

business.

Using the tools and

techniques in

Designing

Organization, you

will analyze,

generate

alternatives, select

best solution and

assess impact of

solution to your

business.

Measuring

Delivering

Performance is

where you gain the

knowledge and

confidence to build

team alignment &

organizational

commitment.

Delivering

Performance puts

you on an iterative

path, continuously

measuring, refining

& improving your

solutions, be it

people or processes,

in line with your

desired results.

Your Journey
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From Our Clients

"Very often when you attend Corporate Team Building sessions you walk away with the feeling of "so what". This was

certainly NOT the case with MindSpring’s Gaining Commitment Program.  The facilitator was able to bring a sense of

realism and experience to the session, which made it come alive and have a sense of purpose.”

Daud Vicary Abdullah, Managing Director, HongLeong Islamic Bank
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When AIROD decided to embark on a company wide transformation program in 2006, a number of approaches &

consultancy groups were considered for the job. AIROD subsequently decided that the change had to be from within

and wanted a consultant that would be able train, guide and facilitate the transformation.

In the first phase, the consultant was required to train a team of selected management staff as the core
“transformation team “ with transformation skills & knowledge, prepare the case for change,  articulate what the

“New AIROD” would look like and develop a road map to get there.

MindSpring and specifically Ashraf was selected based on his personal hands-on experience in driving change in a

number of Malaysian companies. Ashraf straight-in-the-face, no-nonsense, disciplined and systematic approach to

implementing change has clearly worked. Being an engineer, a HR practitioner and the CEO of a company, his

relevant and real work environment experience in dealing with people and business processes, analytical, practical

& functional approach to problem solving brought a new perspective to how things could be done better in AIROD.

Ashraf is passionate about change in organization and commits & immerse himself totally with the organization that
he works for. AIROD is currently working with him on the second phase of the transformation program in engaging

the leadership team, team & individual coaching and engaging the total workforce.

Kamil Aziz, Chief Executive Officer,  AIROD

“"The technique used is direct, effective and tickles the intuitive part of the mind. MindSpring’s Building Clarity

Program not only puts a mirror to show what is reflected but analyses the reflection(what is there) and

reasoning(why). It's like finding a long-ago stashed away cash that was always there lest you are not aware! We

recommend every company irregardless of size and industry to go through this while seemingly simple but explosive

reality check.”

John Lam,Chief Executive Officer, BIB Insurance Brokers

“MindSpring's Developing Transformation Capabilities Program is one program that you must NOT miss in your

lifetime.” James Khong, Head of Transformation, AIROD

As winners of Malaysia's Venture 2002 competition, and with significant projects under our belt, we have always

seen ourselves as a successful start-up.  However, since engaging and retaining MindSpring to coach the founding

leadership team at Maestro, we have been able to rapidly accelerate growth in terms of business and revenue lines,

as well as how we, as the leadership team, think and act.

MindSpring’s Delivering Performance framework certainly injects a sharp sense of clarity which has unlocked latent

potential in Maestro's value proposition to our customers.  In this past quarter, we have successfully achieved a 90%
increase in new customers; we have exceeded sales expectations; and we are actively on target to meeting our

long-term goals and vision for the company.Our engagement with MindSpring, has been extremely exciting and

rewarding.

There has been a tremendous sense of renewed vigor, and we absolutely recommend any company seeking to

differentiate themselves from the market, to engage MindSpring in realizing their true potential.

Aris Samad-Yahaya, Azreeen Latiff, Maisie Chui, Founders, MaestroSolution Planning Sdn. Bhd.

Sulynn Choong

Sulynn has 23 years of research, management
and consulting experience working in several
industry sectors, locally and internationally.

Sulynn helps organizations achieve dramatic
sustainable results by integrating evidence-
based research findings in positive psychology
with organizational development and
behavior.

Sulynn’ has worked in advertising & retail,
economics & statistics, accounting & finance,
business operations, R&D, and consulted in
human capital development & organizational
effectiveness.

Sulynn holds a Master of Applied Positive
Psychology (Univ. of Pennsylvania), B.Sc
(Psychology), ICSA (Australia), and B.Econ.
(Monash Univ.).

Mohamed Ashraf Iqbal

Ashraf has 17 years of management and
consulting experience primarily in the
area of accelerated business
improvement, be it turnarounds or
transformation.

Ashraf has held Board Membership,
Managing Director & CEO roles in
numerous organizations both in Asia and
Europe.

Ashraf’s expertise is in rapidly converting
business aspirations into results through
people.

Ashraf holds a BSc. in Mechanical
Engineering and an MBA.

MindSpring’s Team


